
KITCHENS

Manufacturing of Commercial Kitchen Equipment



The concept of a new venture  FAME KITCHENS came to the management of  Fame 
Trading and Contracting WLL on seeing that the State of Qatar is sparsely represented by  
kitchen equipment manufactures using the world class quality Italian Technology. We had 
foreseen the possibility of growth of hospitality industry in the State Of Qatar in years 
to come and decided to form a new joint venture with Crown Equipments Pvt Limited, 
a private limited company registered in India in 2011. Fame Trading and Contracting 
WLL, with a strong market presence in the State Of Qatar for last twelve years had joined 
with the technical team management of Crown Equipments Pvt Limited and established 
FAME KITCHENS. 

Fame Kitchens are managed by a team who had been trained with the best commercial 
kitchen manufacturers of the world. They have vast experience in executing and 
delivering projects in India and Middle East. Some of the projects executed by the team in 
India are Sakra World Hospital, ( A joint Venture of Toyota and Kriloskar) Aster Medicity 
Hospital, Hyatt Regency Chandigarh, Crown Plaza Ahmedabad, Courtyard Marriot, 
Amudham Hotels etc in Middle East such as  Atlantis Hotel, Emirates Tower, Emirates 
Palaces, Zabeel Palace, Shangrila Hotel, Capital Tower, Metropolitan Tower and in Qatar 
Khosari Group of Hotels. The team have experience in working with many world class 
consultants like Humble Arnold, Tricon, MCTS, Trend Foods etc.

FAME- THE  KITCHEN EMPIRE



The Factory of Fame Kitchens in Doha is equipped with most modern machinery for the 
manufacture of Commercial Kitchen Equipments in high quality stainless steel. Fame 
Kitchens  is an end to end solution for any commercial kitchens including that of three and 
above  star Hotels which is been rarely offered in Qatar. The product will be of high quality 
with accurate bending, argon wielding and perfect finishing. The project team of FAME  
is well qualified with vast experience in understanding the requirements and executing 
the job within the time frame. FAME have a team for Estimation/QS and dedicated CAD 
team for Pre-fabrication and Fabrication drawings. Wherever the equipments are out of 
scope for our direct manufacturing we will extend our hands to procure the equipments 
like Cold room, Dish washer, Ovens, Deep Freezers, Cold and Hot Display counters 
directly from world class OEMs. Our partners are with world known logos like Angelopo, 
Winterhalter, GICO, Andy Mannhart A.G, Nayati, Berjaya, Manitowoc, The Middleby 
Corpration, Elanpro, Cambro, Sammic, Sirman, Desmon, Santos, Ozti, Inoksan, Hobart, 
Scotsman, Ansul and T & S. 

12 YEARS PRESENCE IN QATAR

We have a trading division for 
spare parts and accessories to 
resolve the acute shortage  in 
present Qatar market.

We will be able to support the 
equipment within the warranty 
period as we have a specialised 
maintenance unit in Qatar and  
AMC will be extended beyond 
warranty period.  



ACTIVITIES
ABOUT US

INFRASTRUCTURE

FAME KITCHENS  is the new joint venture of Fame Trading and Contracting WLL , a Trading  Company based in Doha, Qatar for 
the last twelve years and Crown Kitchens Private Limited based in Bangalore. 

 Fame had made their presence in Qatar market for the last twelve years with Trading, Contracting and MEP services. 

CROWN  is an Indian Company incorporated in 2011 based in Bangalore, managed by technically qualified and well experienced 
professionals  with work experience for more than two decades in Middle East and  India, in the field of Manufacturing of Com-
mercial Kitchen Equipment

CROWN had successfully, executed projects in India with precision, quality and on time delivery for Hotel Projects, Hospitals, 
Restaurants, Cafeteria and Bakeries. Major clients include SAKRA World Hospital ( A joint venture of Toyota and Kriloskar), Aster 
Medicity Hospital, Hyatt Regency Chandigarh, Crown Plaza Ahmedabad, Courtyard Marriot,Amudham Hotels etc. Most of our 
employees were involved in the major projects in Middle East such as Atlantis Hotel, Emirates Tower, Emirates Palaces, Zabeel 
Palace, Shangrila Hotel, Capital Tower, Metropolitan Tower and had worked with many consultants like Humble Arnold, Tricon, 
MCTS, Trend Foods etc.

Fame Kitchens factory is based in QATAR covering separate automated floor to cater the QATAR culinary entrepreneurs. 
We are well capable to cater the turnkey projects of star hotels, flight caterers, food courts, big canteens,hospitals with 
good support of our skilled manpower. Our skilled labour has very long Middle East exposures being a part of many turn-
key projects.  Our project team is well qualified with vast experience in understanding the requirements and executing 
the job within the timeframe with support from estimation, QS and dedicated CAD team for shop drawings. We use most 
advanced software to make quality products.

MISSION STATEMENT
Our vision is to become a professional and committed leading Kitchen Equipment manufacturer to cater the hospitality 
sector with the maximum customer satisfaction, long lasting, professional and mutually profitable business partnership 
with our valuable Customers with value added quality, enhancing satisfaction by offering high quality assistance, com-
mitment,  trouble free operation, after sales support assistance, immediate response to customer complaints and competi-



DESIGNING

SUPPLY OF EQUIPMENT

INSTALLATION & COMMISION

AFTER SALES SUPPORT

We have trained experienced kitchen designer who will understand the requirement, concept of the Client and design the 
kitchen incorporating the Client or Customer   requirement, prepare the shop drawing in AutoCad format.

Understanding the value of the customer and our goodwill we never compromise in the quality of the Products. We have 
our own high quality branded products we procure locally and globally which will suite your operation and delivery to 
the site with care.

STAINLESS STEEL FABRICATION & SERVICE
We, provide the stainless steel fabricated products as per the Client/Consultant specifications and the drawings apart 
from Normal Industrial Custom fabricated equipments like Canopies, Sinks, Hot and Cold Bain Maries  different types of 
Cabinets and work tables etc . We assure the best quality raw materials for fabrication and Accessories /Components like 
Compressors, Hinges, Special Handles, Knobs, Levelling Studs, Burners, Thermocouple Thermostats, Castors from reputed 
OEMs. We proudly announce the introduction of Italian technology in the State of Qatar.

We have in house technical team to install the equipment at site as per the layout under the supervision of the Project 
Coordinator, which allows an easy and smooth installation at site. We do commissioning and handover the project with 
the supporting documents and a proper Operation and Maintenance Manual.

We provide warranty on mechanical equipments and during the period our technical team attend the break down calls 
rectify within stipulated time frames. Also we do have stock and track on spare parts as and when requires for the equip-
ment we supplied

FAME-RIDE YOU TO THE FUTURE



OUR CLIENTS

The innovation of our workplace is key to the development of innovative 
solutions that address the evolving complex challenges of our clients.
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PROVED QUALITY



kitchen@fameqatar.com
www.fameqatar.com

P.O.Box 82034  Doha  Qatar  
Contact: +974 33 770 343 / 50 266 636 / 44 120 930

FAME serve you the best  FLAME...


